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Chapter 1

Introduction

The long-term settlement of other planetary bodies will likely demand the development of
high-efficiency, high-thrust propulsion technologies to facilitate crew and cargo transporta-
tion across the solar system. This research project will investigate one potential candidate:
laser-thermal propulsion (LTP). A broad overview of the concept will be given in this chap-
ter, along with the definition of research objectives and research questions to be answered
in this literature review and a follow-on thesis project.

1.1 Context and Motivation

Despite the recent progress made by the commercial space sector in facilitating access to
Earth orbit, space travel beyond Earth’s sphere of influence has remained largely unchanged
in terms of transit time and propulsion technologies, particularly for crewed missions. Al-
though small robotic missions can use highly-efficient electric propulsion to explore deep
space, humans will still use chemical propulsion to go to Mars, with propellant combi-
nations that have been known for decades. Unfortunately, these propellants have a low
fundamental limit to the specific impulse that they can deliver in a rocket motor, often
limiting the capabilities of these propulsion systems to small payloads and long mission
times, or requiring multiple launches and in-space refueling to deliver larger payloads. If
humanity is to settle other worlds in the solar system, alternate propulsion systems with
greater specific impulse yet moderate/high thrust will be needed, to enable flexible, rapid
transit across the solar system.
One such alternate propulsion system is laser-thermal propulsion, wherein a propellant
(e.g., hydrogen gas) is directly heated in a thrust chamber with a high-power laser through
a mechanism called laser-sustained plasma (LSP) or laser-supported combustion1 (LSC):
focused laser radiation reaches intensities sufficient to dissociate and ionize the propellant,
sustaining a small (relative to surrounding gas) plasma core. This laser would be beamed
from a remote emitter, either on the ground or aboard an orbiting station, with the nec-
essary power generation, storage and delivery capacity. Using a laser (or directed-energy
(DE)) instead of a chemical reaction to heat the propellant has two advantages:

1. Offloading part of the spacecraft’s power and propulsion system mass to the ground
reduces the spacecraft’s dry mass, providing a greater allowance for payload and/or

1In this case, no actual combustion occurs, but the dynamics are analogous
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1. INTRODUCTION 1.2. RESEARCH AND LITERATURE REVIEW GOALS

propellant.
2. The thrust chamber temperature, a key driver of specific impulse, is now decoupled

from propellant chemistry (Nored [1]). As long as enough power is available, the
chamber temperature can be raised to the thermo-mechanical limits of the chamber
walls, maximizing the specific impulse delivered by the thruster.

LTP was the subject of significant research efforts in the 1970s and 1980s for launch vehicle
and orbital tug applications, as the range of available high-power lasers was limited to
Low-Earth Orbit. This interest unfortunately waned as the Cold War drew down—the
Strategic Defense Initiative missile defense program not only considered lasers to destroy
ICBMs, but also supported research on their application to propulsion (Kare [2]), and many
experiments relied on military facilities (Myrabo [3] and Black et al. [4]).
Today, new laser technologies developed for the telecommunications industry enable the
practical realization of the large laser arrays required for directed-energy propulsion. In-
deed, fiber-optic lasers can be phase-locked together to act as a single optical element,
allowing the modular and inexpensive construction of large laser arrays, as discussed for
interstellar flight applications by Lubin [5]. The shorter wavelength (1.06 micron) and
ability to construct meter- to kilometer-scale arrays expands the applications of directed-
energy propulsion to interplanetary missions. In the case of LTP, its theoretical thrust and
specific impulse would allow fast interplanetary transits for crewed missions, minimizing
astronauts’ exposure to radiation hazards such as galactic cosmic rays or solar particle
events. Alternatively, slow missions could benefit from a considerable payload capacity,
facilitating the settlement of other planets, as discussed by Duplay et al. [6].

1.2 Research and literature review goals

The potential benefits of laser-thermal propulsion and the renewed interest in DE propul-
sion warrants revisiting the experimental and theoretical research done on LTP and LSP.
This literature study will explore the past work done on the topic to determine the lat-
est state of research, gain insight on the challenges encountered and whether they can be
overcome thanks to recent technology developments. Laser-thermal propulsion will also be
compared to alternative propulsion systems to determine whether it provides compelling
advantages. Past TU Delft students have investigated an analogous propulsion system us-
ing the sun as a heat source (solar-thermal propulsion), so special attention to the work
done by Takken [7] will be given as a form of comparison.
Themain research objective of this thesis project would be to reproduce past LSP experiments
by designing an experimental LTP thruster with current-day fiber laser technology. At the most
basic level, the following research questions are relevant to the objective:

• What impact, if any, does the use of a 1.06-µm-wavelength fiber laser versus a 10.6 µm
CO2 laser have on the LSP mechanism or the performance of the thruster?

• How can the thrust performance be improved compared to past experiments?
These research objectives and questions can and likely will evolve through this literature
review, which will focus on several aspects of laser-thermal propulsion. First, the parent
field of directed-energy propulsion will be reviewed, as it provides context for the emer-
gence of LTP, and is necessary to discriminate between several types of laser propulsion.
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This chapter will also discuss the advantages and challenges relevant to DEP architectures,
and some fundamental aspects of laser physics.
Chapter 3 will then provide an in-depth discussion of laser-thermal propulsion, specifi-
cally laser-plasma propulsion (as LTP can refer to several different concepts). The specific
niche of LTP will be identified and contrasted with other propulsion systems, such nuclear-
thermal propulsion and laser-electric propulsion. Potential applications will be explored,
and key engineering challenges in implementing the concept will be investigated. The
key energy conversion mechanism involved in LTP, laser-supported plasma, will also be dis-
cussed. This review will consider both the theoretical modelling and experimental work
done since the inception of the field. Specific attention will be given to the laser absorp-
tion processes and radiative heat transfer mechanisms, as these will strongly influence the
performance of the LTP thruster.
Finally, Chapter 4 will consider the practical matters of creating an experimental setup for
the study of LTP. This will cover aspects of the research that may be specific to LTP, as
informed by past experimental work, and aspects that are generally shared with thruster
experiments, such as the design of a thrust stand and required instrumentation. Together
with Chapter 3, this chapter will attempt to determine existing research gaps in LSP re-
search and LTP thruster development.
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Chapter 2

Directed-Energy Propulsion

Directed-Energy Propulsion (DEP) refers to a type of propulsion where the energy used to
propel a vehicle is not stored onboard (such as in a fuel tank or a battery), but instead is
provided remotely and wirelessly, typically by electromagnetic radiation. The main advan-
tage of this family of propulsion concepts is the reduction in mass associated with power
and propulsion subsystems, and for some types of DEP, can bypass the challenges imposed
by the rocket equation altogether.
This chapter will provide an overview of the field of DEP, briefly describing energy transfer
mechanisms, notable concepts for space propulsion, and discussing the architecture-level
challenges specifically associated with laser space propulsion systems.

2.1 Laser physics

Due to the distances and the media (or lack thereof) through which energy must be trans-
mitted for space propulsion, DEP uses electromagnetic radiation to deliver power to a
spacecraft. Specifically, coherent beams of radiation (i.e., lasers or masers) are typically
preferred, as their low beam divergence maximizes the operational range of DEP systems.
Conventional radiation sources would be unable to concentrate their power on a spacecraft,
and most of the emitted power would be lost.
In order to assess the performance and capabilities of DEP systems, some fundamental
understanding of optics (or photonics) is necessary. Discussion will focus on lasers, as
they are more common in the literature and are used for laser-thermal propulsion. That
said, most concepts will still apply to masers, as they are just a different wavelength of
electromagnetic waves. Hecht [8] provides a an overview of laser physics and photonics,
discussing both the mechanisms of light amplification, and the optical behavior of laser
beams. The relevant aspects of laser physics as described by Hecht are summarized below.
The key property of laser beams is the coherence of their light waves. Most sources of light
emits waves across a broad spectrum of wavelengths and out of phase. Their beams (e.g.,
out of a regular flashlight) are greatly affected by diffraction, and their beam diameter
spreads out significantly over a short distance. Lasers, thanks to the mechanism of stim-
ulated emission, emit light waves in a narrow range of wavelengths and almost perfectly
in-phase. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1. This coherence allows laser beams to exhibit a
low divergence angle, i.e., they appear to form a beam of constant diameter, unlike light
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2. DIRECTED-ENERGY PROPULSION 2.1. LASER PHYSICS

beams from the sun or artificial lighting.

Figure 2.1: Coherence of light waves, from Hecht [8]

Nevertheless, although laser beams appear as straight narrow beams, they are still sub-
jected to diffraction, and do eventually spread out, though at a much lower rate than inco-
herent light. The anatomy of a laser beam is shown in Figure 2.2. A portion of the beam
leaving the emitter is in the near-field, where light waves are parallel and the beam exhibits
little to no divergence—the length of this portion is called the Rayleigh range 𝑑R, defined
in Equation 2.1, where 𝐷e is the emitter’s aperture diameter and 𝜆 is the wavelength of the
laser.

𝑑R =
𝐷2
e
𝜆 (2.1)

Beyond the Rayleigh range, in the far-field, light waves begin to measurably spread out,
as quantified by the divergence angle 𝜃 of the beam. This divergence angle is also a func-
tion of the emitter’s aperture size and the laser wavelength, as seen in Equation 2.2. It
is additionally scaled by a constant 𝐾 , whose value depends of the profile of the beam,
i.e., the distribution of power across the beam’s cross-section. For a uniform cross-section,
𝐾 = 1.22, but for most laser beams, the profile has a peak intensity at the center of the
beam, and smoothly falls off towards the edges, and 𝐾 ≈ 1 in this case.

𝜃 =
𝐾𝜆
𝐷e

(2.2)

The beam diameter in the far field can then be calculated by trigonometry. This raises
the question of how the beam diameter is defined in the first place. As mentioned above,
the beam profile of most lasers is a smooth function, with the intensity approaching zero
away from the centerline of the beam. In fact, the ideal laser beam profile is Gaussian:
the intensity follows a normal distribution, with the peak intensity reached in the middle
of the cross-section. Since a normal distribution never reaches zero, there is no natural
“edge” to the beam, and the diameter thus has several definitions. Most commonly, the
1/e2 definition is used, referring to the width of the beam profile where the intensity is
greater than 𝐼max/e2, or 13.5% of the maximum intensity.
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dR

θ D/2Emitter

Figure 2.2: Gaussian laser beam geometry

The final aspect of beam anatomy of particular relevance to directed-energy propulsion is
the focusing distance of a laser beam. Indeed, as DEP concepts involve the transmission
of energy to a spacecraft over long distance, this focusing limit is important to determine
power losses and the required size of laser receivers aboard the spacecraft. Thankfully, the
relationship between these parameters is captured quite simply in Equation 2.3.

𝑑f =
𝐷e𝐷r
𝜆 (2.3)

The distance 𝑑f at which a laser emitter of diameter 𝐷e is capable of focusing a spot of
diameter 𝐷r is proportional to both diameters, and inversely proportional to the wavelength
of the laser beam. This equation is given by Hecht [8], and is also seen in a paper by Lubin
[5] describing a comprehensive DEP architecture for interstellar flight. Depending on the
beam diameter definition used, a scaling factor may be included in the equation.

2.2 Applications of DEP for spacecraft

DEP encompasses a wide range of propulsion concepts, as the directed energy received by
the targeted spacecraft can be converted into momentum through numerous direct and
indirect ways.

Lightsails Identical to solar sails in operating principle, lightsails differ only in their source
of light. Photons carry momentum, and can transfer it to an object when reflected. Ur-
banczyk [9] provides an overview of the mathematics governing solar sail propulsion,
highlighting that the concept had been proposed as early as the 1920s by Konstantin Tsi-
olkovsky. Radiation pressure is now a well-understood concept: it has been used on sev-
eral solar sail demonstrator missions such as JAXA’s IKAROS (Mori et al. [10]), and is often
taken into account for trajectory planning of conventional spacecraft. In the case of DEP
lightsails, the mechanics are generally the same—assuming the entire beam is incident on
a sail of reflectivity 𝜖𝑟 , a laser of power 𝑃 will apply a force 𝐹 to the sail as given by Lubin
[5]:

𝐹 =
𝑃(1 − 𝜖𝑟)

𝑐 (2.4)

Where 𝑐 is the speed of light. This force is always exerted normal to the incident surface,
much like the momentum transfer of a ball bouncing on a plane. As opposed to solar
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sails, given a laser array of sufficient power and a sail of low enough mass, relativistic
speeds could be practically achieved, so relativistic effects of apparent mass increase must
be considered as well. This is also discussed by Lubin [5], who is a major proponent of
the use of DEP lightsails for near-term interstellar missions. Indeed, as this propulsion
method does not throw away mass to accelerate, it is not subject to the rocket equation.
Lubin and Hettel [11] suggest that gram-scale spacecraft could conceivably be accelerated
enough to reach the closest star system (Alpha Centauri) in a few decades. No known
rocket propulsion system, even at the lowest TRL, would be capable of this feat. However,
although such a system could be used for interplanetary flight applications, the required
laser arrays would be of even greater power for any useful mission, making this concept
impractical compared the some of the following alternatives.

Laser-electric propulsion Instead of using direct radiation pressure, laser energy can in-
stead be converted to electricity using photovoltaic (PV) cells, to then power electric propul-
sion systems, such as gridded ion engines or Hall-effect thrusters. This is the concept of
laser-electric propulsion (LEP). The architecture proposed by Brophy et al. [12] and Sheerin
et al. [13] applies principally to rapid interplanetary flights, with continuous thrust pro-
vided by gridded ion engines. Using lasers to power these systems come with several ad-
vantages. First, the power level available to the spacecraft can be much greater than for
conventional electrically-propelled vehicles, which often only rely on solar power alone. As
seen in Equation 2.7, derived from rocket motor theory (Zandbergen [14]) by relating the
input laser power 𝑃in to jet power 𝑃jet, increased power allows for a much greater level of
thrust 𝐹T and/or exhaust velocity 𝑣ex, enabling faster missions.

𝐹T = �̇�𝑣ex (2.5)

𝑃in =
𝑃jet
𝜂 =

�̇�𝑣2ex
2𝜂 (2.6)

⟹ 𝑃in =
𝐹T𝑣ex
2𝜂 (2.7)

Second, as lasers are monochromatic, the PV cells can be tuned to be most efficient at the
laser’s wavelength, reducing the required PV mass for a desired power: while the best ex-
perimental solar cells, such as the ones developed by Geisz et al. [15], have yet to breach the
50% efficiency mark, tuned monochromatic PV cells are now almost 70% efficient (Helmers
et al. [16]).
LEP has a few disadvantages. Notably, while the available power is far greater than its
solar-powered counterpart, it is still a typically low-thrust system, with propulsion dura-
tions spanning days and weeks for many missions. This is not necessarily an issue for
solar-electric systems, but in the case of LEP, a laser array must be able to provide power
continuously throughout the propulsive maneuver. LEP missions such as the ones proposed
by Sheerin et al. [13] thus require significant DEP infrastructure:

1. Continuous low-thrust missions will typically mean that the distance between the
spacecraft and the laser array will be large. By Equation 2.3, the laser array and the
spacecraft’s PV array must thus be quite large as well. As reported by Sheerin et al.
[13], such arrays will often be comparable in size to those needed for interstellar
propulsion (∼1 km).

2. Since a laser link must be maintained for several days to months, a single ground-
based laser array is not sufficient for many LEP missions. Several arrays must be built
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2. DIRECTED-ENERGY PROPULSION 2.2. APPLICATIONS OF DEP FOR SPACECRAFT

around the planet to ensure constant power transmission. Alternatively, such a laser
array must be constructed in-orbit, which comes with additional technological and
political challenges.

In addition, PV cells are quite sensitive to incident radiation compared to the thin dielectric
reflectors considered for interstellar missions. Sheerin et al. [13] considered a 10 kW/m2

limit on the irradiance of PV cells with passive cooling, which is several orders of magnitude
less than the irradiance considered by Lubin [5] for interstellar lightsails. This constraint
will force LEP systems to use larger and heavier PV arrays, reducing their power-to-mass
ratio (specific power).

Laser-thermal propulsion Laser-thermal propulsion (LTP) encompasses several different
laser propulsion concepts where the laser energy is used to thermally energize a propellant.
Kantrowitz [17] first proposed this concept as a means to reduce launch costs to orbit. Mori
[18], Eckel and Schall [19], and Myrabo [20] discuss several different LTP concepts, which
can be categorized based on the laser regime considered (repetitively-pulsed (RP) versus
continuous-wave (CW)), and the energy conversion mechanism used to convert laser power
into enthalpy:

• Pulse-detonation (RP) Pulse-detonation engines use high power laser pulses to det-
onate propellant, which can be in solid or gaseous phase. This form of propulsion
includes laser-ablation propulsionwhen using sold fuels. Themost notable work done
on such a concept is Myrabo [3]’s Lightcraft demonstrator—an air-breathing pulse-
detonation craft which reached a height of 71 m in 2000, powered by a 10-kW CO2
pulse laser. The craft uses a specially designed spike nozzle that focuses incoming
laser radiation onto air flowing through the vehicle. Meloney et al. [21] have studied
a variant of this concept using a maser (microwave laser) to provide power, with the
additional benefit of powering a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) drive to augment the
craft’s thrust.

• Heat-exchanger (CW) Proposed by Kare [22], laser-heat-exchanger propulsion is sim-
ilar in many respects to solar-thermal propulsion, where the incident radiation’s en-
ergy is focused onto a heat-exchanger through which the propellant flows. The use
of laser power allows for much greater power levels than solar-thermal propulsion,
but the specific impulse is limited to 900 s according to Mori [18], due to the thermal
limits of the heat-exchanger’s materials.

• Laser-plasma (CW) Keefer et al. [23] provide a detailed review of laser-plasma propul-
sion. This concept considers a continuous laser used to sustain a plasma core (laser-
sustained plasma, LSP) in a thrust chamber. This plasma serves as the energy con-
version mechanism from laser radiation to heat, and energizes the surrounding pro-
pellant. Thanks to this more direct conversion method, laser-plasma propulsion is
theoretically able to achieve much greater exhaust velocities (𝐼sp ≥ 1000 s) than heat-
exchanger concepts. This is the propulsion concept that will be studied in-depth for
this literature review and follow-on thesis project, and will be referred to as laser-
thermal propulsion in the following chapters.

Research interest in these LTP implementations generally considered launch vehicle and
Orbital-Transfer Vehicle (OTV) applications: The seminal talk on laser propulsion given
by Kantrowitz [17] is motivated by a need for lower launch costs, Mori [18] and Kare
[22] focus primarily on launch vehicle design and trajectories. In particular, Kare argues
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that laser-heat-exchanger rockets are well suited for launch purposes (as opposed to laser-
plasma and pulsed propulsion) as they do not require complex onboard opto-mechanics
to redirect and focus the laser beam; it need only be incident on the heat-exchanger sur-
face. Mori [18] concurs, suggesting that the Very Small Launch Vehicle (VSLV, dedicated
launch of 1–10 kg payloads) market is an attractive niche for laser-propulsion launchers
with emitter powers on the order of several megawatts.
Alternatively, the potential availability of high-power, large-aperture laser systems enables
interplanetary transit applications. As such missions deal with fewer losses to gravity and
drag, much larger payloads can be injected to interplanetary transfer orbits with MW-class
arrays, provided that they are placed in Earth orbit by conventional launchers (Duplay et
al. [6]).

2.3 Laser propulsion architecture

Although themethods to convert laser power intomomentum vary greatly between the con-
cepts above, they do share a commonality on the need for large, powerful laser systems.
Earlier work on directed-energy propulsion often considered the use of free-electron lasers
(Myrabo [20], illustrated in Figure 2.3a) or carbon-dioxide lasers (Eckel and Schall [19]),
as they were prime candidates for laser technologies capable of providing the required
power and wavelengths for DEP. However, Lubin [5] proposes an alternative architecture
leveraging the development of fiber lasers for the telecommunications industry. Lubin ar-
gues that their massive commercial use has driven down their cost and their complexity to
a point where large-scale, high power laser arrays can be constructed more practically than
with alternative laser technologies. Furthermore, using aMaster Oscillator Power Amplifier
(MOPA) architecture allows for a progressive development of the necessary infrastructure.
This highly-attractive concept has led to a renewal of the study of DEP concepts, leading to
many recent studies assuming the use of fiber laser arrays (as shown in Figure 2.3b) operat-
ing at the 1064-nm wavelength—this near-infrared light is able to traverse the atmosphere
with practically no losses due to absorption (Gemini Observatory [24]).
Ensuring reliable transmission and focus through the atmosphere is a critical requirement of
ground-based laser arrays, but the high transparency of the atmosphere is not sufficient to
guarantee this. Turbulence and localized temperature gradients in the atmosphere change
the way light is refracted, which would likely reduce the laser beam quality by the time it
reaches space. This effect can be observed when looking at the night sky—stars twinkle
due to these disturbances. Since astronomers do most of their work using ground-based
telescopes, this issue has led them to develop adaptive optics. These optics are able to adjust
to atmospheric conditions in real-time to correct for disturbances. The same technology can
be used in the reverse direction for DEP. In fact, Eckel and Schall [19] go as far as saying
that “the problem of adaptive optics can be considered as being technologically solved.”
Furthermore, Hettel et al. [26] have performed a comprehensive numerical simulation of
beam propagation from a laser array using realistic system noise and turbulence models,
showing that such systems could produce diffraction-limited spots—i.e., they are limited
by Equation 2.3—in outer space for zenith angles of less than 60°. These studies provide
confidence in the feasibility of laser power transmission through the atmosphere.
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(a) Free electron laser facility for DEP, as imagined in 1984 by Myrabo [20]

(b) Fiber laser array for interstellar propulsion, as conceptualized in 2021 by Worden et al. [25]

Figure 2.3: Evolution of ground-based laser array architecture
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Chapter 3

Laser-Thermal Propulsion

Laser-thermal propulsion, specifically laser-plasma propulsion, provides the most effective
means of converting continuous laser radiation into heat within a propellant. Proposed by
Nored [1] in 1976, its theoretical specific impulse of 1000 s to 3000 s greatly exceeds the ca-
pabilities of chemical rocket engines and competes with many nuclear-thermal propulsion
concepts. This chapter will discuss the LTP concept in general, how it compares to alterna-
tive propulsion systems, and the physical mechanism at its (literal) core: laser-sustained
plasma (LSP).

3.1 Concept

LTP uses incoming laser radiation to energize gaseous propellant and generate thrust within
a thermal rocket motor. Its operation and design is similar to chemical or nuclear-thermal
propulsion systems, with a major difference in the heat generation mechanism. The laser
radiation powering LTP is focused into a thrust chamber, increasing the local irradiance of
the laser enough to sustain a plasma core in the flowing propellant. This plasma is critical
to the operation of the thruster, as serves as the conversion mechanism from laser radiation
to heat in the propellant.
As alluded to in the Introduction, the key advantage of laser-thermal propulsion over chem-
ical propulsion is its ability to deliver far greater exhaust velocities. Following from thermal
rocket theory (Zandbergen [14]), the exhaust velocity 𝑣ex of a thermal rocket motor de-
pends on Equation 3.1, where 𝛾 is the specific heat ratio of the propellant gas, 𝑅u is the
universal gas constant,ℳ is the propellant molar mass, and 𝑇c is the chamber temperature.

𝐼sp𝑔0 = 𝑣ex ∝

2

𝛾
𝛾 − 1

𝑅u
ℳ𝑇c (3.1)

This equation suggests that for two rocket motors operating at the same pressure ratio,
the one operating at the higher temperature will have a greater specific impulse. In chem-
ical propulsion systems, this chamber temperature is limited to the chemical reaction’s
adiabatic flame temperature. Chemical rockets have long attained this limit: the best per-
forming propellant combination (Lithium-Fluorine-Hydrogen) achieved just over 500 s of
specific impulse in tests performed by Arbit et al. [27] in 1970, but found little practical
use. The RL10 hydrogen/oxygen vacuum engine is the best performing rocket engine used
in practice, with a maximum specific impulse of 465.5 s [28]. Externally-heated rocket
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thrusters are not subjected to adiabatic flame temperature limits, and are thus capable of
delivering much greater exhaust velocities. An added bonus of external heating is that
pure hydrogen does not need to be mixed with an oxidizer, which would increase the ex-
haust’s molar mass and thus reduce the exhaust velocity. These advantages are true for
nuclear-thermal propulsion, laser-heat-exchanger rockets, and laser-plasma rockets (LTP).
However, the direct coupling of the laser radiation to the propellant in LTP comes with a
few additional advantages over other forms of externally-powered propulsion systems:

• The incident laser irradiance on the spacecraft’s receiver is no longer constrained
by the low thermal limits of power conversion systems, such as photovoltaic cells or
heat exchangers. Reflective optics are generally more robust and efficient than PV—
“arbitrarily high” reflectivity can be achieved using layers of dielectric materials, as
proposed for laser-driven lightsails by Lubin [5].

• The simplicity of the receiving and focusing mirror allows the propulsion system to be
lighter than a comparable LEP system or nuclear-thermal system, thanks to the use of
inflatable structures, as proposed for solar-thermal propulsion applications (Gerrish
[29]).

• The simplicity of this heat addition method further reduces the propulsion system
mass compared to liquid bipropellant systems—no mixing or spraying is required.

The flow within the thruster is illustrated in Figure 3.1. As the laser radiation is only ab-
sorbed by the plasma, the engine should be designed to ensure high absorption of radiation
by the propellant and good mixing of both flows upstream of the nozzle. These issues were
identified by Shoji and Larson [30], who performed a thorough analysis of heat transfer
within two LTP engines, proposing seeding the flow with carbon particles as a solution to
reduce radiative heat losses to the chamber walls. Their analysis showed that such losses
could be reduced to 4.5 % of the input laser power.

Figure 3.1: Conceptual LTP engine diagram, by Keefer [31]

The operation of such an engine is otherwise similar to other types or thermal rocket en-
gines. The heated gas is accelerated through a supersonic nozzle, expanding it to match
the ambient pressure. Cooling of the thrust chamber and nozzle could be done using the
same methods as chemical rocket engines, though Nored [1] expressed some doubt about
this, as the greater temperatures and radiation-dominated heat transfer encountered in LTP
could potentially require more effective solutions. Nored identified several other relevant
areas of further research, such as plasma initiation and stability, and the development of
robust, low-absorption windows.
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3.2 Laser-Sustained Plasma

One might wonder why bother with plasma at all. If the laser radiation could be deposited
evenly in the propellant flow, little to no mixing would be needed and peak temperatures
would be lower. Unfortunately, the use of lasers to directly heat hydrogen propellant has
a major flaw: hydrogen gas does not absorb 1-µm-wavelength radiation at room tempera-
tures. Hydrogen only begins to absorb this wavelength at around 10 000 K, as shown by
Glumb and Krier [32]: “The paradox is that hydrogen cannot absorb any laser radiation
unless it is already hot.” They were considering 10.6 µm laser radiation, but this also holds
for 1.06 µm. The reason for this being that this wavelength does not match hydrogen’s
resonance absorption bands, whereby radiation is absorbed in the rotational or vibrational
modes of a molecule. The main absorption mechanism in LSP is inverse brehmsstrahlung
(IB): free electrons absorb radiation across a continuous spectrum (as opposed to specific
wavelengths) during collisions with ions in the plasma (Keefer [31]). Keefer showed that
for typical cases where the photon energy is much less than the thermal energy of the
plasma, the absorption factor 𝛼 will vary with the frequency 𝜔 of the radiation as follows:

𝛼 ∝ ⒧
𝜋𝑐
𝜔 ⒭

2
(3.2)

Since such free electrons are only present once hydrogen has ionized, absorption of 1.06-
µm-wavelength radiation by IB can only occur in hydrogen plasma.
While this poses a problem to initiate the LSP process, Raizer [33] theorized that once
properly initiated, an LSP wave (also referred to as “light spark”, “optical plasmotron”,
“continuous optical discharge”, or “laser-supported combustion wave” in the literature)
could be sustained in flowing gas. This was soon confirmed experimentally by Generalov
et al. [34], who sustained a Xenon plasma using a 150 W CW CO2 laser. Plasma initiation
was performed using a pulsed laser of 10-kW-peak power. Several experimental studies of
LSP then followed, using a variety of solutions for plasma initiation, as will be discussed
in detail in Section 4.1. In addition to showing the feasibility of LSP, Generalov et al.
also note that the chamber pressure affects the ease of maintaining an LSP wave: in their
experiments, they failed to maintain it below 3 atm, and pressures above 4 atm were too
unstable.
Once a plasma is initiated, its shape and position will stabilize at an equilibrium point
where the local laser intensity is just sufficient to compensate for thermal losses of the
plasma front (Keefer [31]). This state and its stability will be affected by beam geometry
and flow conditions (Welle et al. [35]). Experiments by Fowler and Smith [36] show that a
key aspect of beam geometry is the ratio of the converging beam’s focal length to its initial
diameter at the focusing lens, known as the f-number, often denoted 𝑓/𝑁 , where 𝑁 is the
f-number. Low f-numbers—i.e., short focal lengths with a wide initial beam diameter—
produce stable plasmas which will remain close to the beam’s focal point thanks to the
rapid decrease in laser intensity, while the plasmas of high f-number optics will propagate
away from the focus (Keefer [31]) and may be too unstable to be maintained continuously:
Fowler and Smith have found that optical systems of 𝑓/10 and greater could not sustain a
stable plasma.
Since the first model derived by Raizer, theoretical/numerical models of LSP saw pro-
gressive improvements, providing greater insight into the optimal conditions for plasma
maintenance and laser absorption. Notably, Jeng and Keefer [37] developed a fully two-
dimensional numerical model of hydrogen LSP in 1986 that suggests close to complete
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laser absorption can be achieved under certain conditions (3 atm of static pressure, 10 kW
input power). This model also showed that radial velocity components of the flow were
significant, meaning that the one-dimensional or quasi-two-dimensional models developed
earlier, such as the one by Batteh and Keefer [38], were unsuitable for the analysis of LSP
problems. Jeng and Keefer’s model also allowed for the study of the laser wavelength’s
effect on the resulting plasma, an analysis that was impractical to perform experimentally.
Jeng found that due to the gas absorption length’s dependence on the applied electric field
frequency, reducing the laser wavelength from 10.6 µm to 3.9 µm led to lower absorption
rates and longer plasmas along the beam axis, due to the inversely proportional relation
seen in Equation 3.2 (Keefer [31]). This is a highly relevant factor to consider for an ex-
periment looking to study LSP using modern fiber lasers operating at 1.06 µm.
Several experiments on laser-sustained plasmas have been performed since Generalov et
al.’s first plasmotron in 1970. Early studies explored the parameter space for the successful
maintenance of LSP, with specific attention given to the ranges of pressures and laser power
(threshold power) required. Moody [39] provides a thorough exploration of this param-
eter space for Argon plasmas sustained by a 10.6 µm laser, showing a 𝑃 ∝ 1/𝑝2 relation
between the laser power 𝑃 and the gas pressure 𝑝 at < 10 atm, as shown in Figure 3.2a.
In his study, the minimum pressure at which an LSP was achieved was 2 atm, for a laser
power approaching 300 W. Higher pressures allow for a lower input power, and can en-
able ambient atmosphere operation of a thruster, greatly simplifying experimental design.
Similar experiments have been performed for other gases showed that the threshold power
was typically greater for molecular gases such as hydrogen (Keefer [31]).
Another parameter affecting successful LSP maintenance is flow velocity, as shown by the
studies of Welle et al. [35], Krier et al. [40], and Gerasimenko et al. [41]. While early exper-
iments were typically performed in static gas, with natural convection being the only source
of flow, the effect of forced convective flow was studied both for its benefits to the resulting
LSP, and the application of LSP within a laser-thermal thruster. Welle et al. varied the flow
speed from 0.4m/s to 4.5m/s in Argon plasmas sustained by a 1 kW laser, measuring laser
absorption and thermal radiation losses. They found that there are optimal pressure and
flow speed conditions to maximize laser absorption, and that thermal radiation correlates
with laser absorption. For pressures above 1.5 atm, increased flow speed appears to im-
prove absorption compared to the static case. The authors suggest that the flow forced the
plasma closer to the high-intensity laser focus, as seen in Figure 3.2b, improving absorp-
tion characteristics. In the case of Figure 3.2b, this translated to an improvement from
66% to 83%. Gerasimenko et al. found that in some cases, forced convection enables the
maintenance of LSP under pressure and laser power conditions that would otherwise not
allow it.

3.3 Performance

In his overview of applications of lasers for space propulsion, Nored [1] provides some
theoretical thrust performance data for laser-thermal propulsion, claiming that specific im-
pulses of 1000–2000 s could be achievable with this concept, as seen in Figure 3.3a. In fact,
the propellant mass flow and laser power could be adjusted to raise the specific impulse to
even greater values, provided the engine is designed to handle extreme chamber tempera-
tures. Thrust levels can be estimated based on the laser power using Equation 2.7, and is
plotted in Figure 3.3b assuming a conversion efficiency of 50 %. This was an arbitrary value
selected by Glumb and Krier [32], but is sufficient to illustrate the governing relationship
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(a) Pressure dependence on required laser input
power to maintain LSP in Argon, reproduced from
Moody [39]

(b) Temperature profile of Argon plasmas at
two flow velocities, reproduced fromWelle et
al. [35]. Intervals of 500 K with outer con-
tour at 10 500 K.

Figure 3.2: Dependence of LSP on pressure and flow velocity

(a) Theoretical specific impulse, Nored [1].
Note the comparison to hydrolox propulsion.

(b) Power vs. thrust, Glumb and Krier [32]

Figure 3.3: LTP performance parameters

between power, thrust, and specific impulse in power-limited rocket propulsion systems.
As seen in these plots, the expected thrust delivered by LTP is on the order of several kN
for the powers considered using phased-arrays of fiber lasers.
With these performance parameters, LTP can be compared to other conventional or pro-
posed propulsion systems to identify its specific niche. The following propulsion concepts
are compared in Figure 3.4:

• Chemical propulsion, represented by the RS-25 [42], RL10 [28], and Raptor 2 Vac-
uum engines [43]

• Nuclear-Thermal Propulsion (NTP), using 2 test articles from the Rover NTP test pro-
gram discussed by Koenig [44]

• The proposed VASIMR system, providing a data point for Nuclear-Electric Propulsion
(NEP)
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of several types of propulsion systems

• The recently flown NEXT-C [45] is used to represent the current state-of-the-art in
terms of solar-electric propulsion (SEP)

• Solar-Thermal Propulsion, as discussed by Woodcock [46]
• Laser-Thermal Propulsion, as discussed by Duplay et al. [6], combined with loss es-

timates from Shoji and Larson [30]
Note that while Figure 3.4 provides an idea of how these systems compare, many other
relevant parameters should be considered for a comprehensive comparison. First, many
of the options presented here are power-limited and can theoretically vary their specific
impulse and thrust—this is reflected in the curves of LTP and SEP, and is also applicable to
nuclear systems. Second, such power-limited propulsion systems should also be compared
in terms of conversion efficiency from the input power to jet power, and specific mass 𝛼. For
now, it can be seen that LTP occupies a niche of moderate thrust and high specific impulse
that is not occupied by many competing systems. LEP, which is not featured in the plot, also
occupies this niche along approximately the same curve as LTP, though at greater specific
impulses, as discussed by Sheerin et al. [13].
If LEP occupies a similar niche as LTP in terms of thrust and exhaust velocity, another fig-
ure of merit should be used to compare the performance of both systems and select the
most appropriate option for a given mission. As discussed by Stuhlinger [47] in 1967, a
propulsion system’s specific power—or its reciprocal, specific mass—is a driving determi-
nant of its suitability for a given mission. By characterizing a mission by the duration of
its thrust maneuver 𝑡m and its associated Δ𝑣, one can place constraints on the propulsion
system’s specific mass and exhaust velocity, and optimize these parameters to maximize
the payload mass ratio.For example, high Δ𝑣 maneuvers occurring over a few minutes (e.g.,
launch) will favor thrust over specific impulse in order to deliver the required Δ𝑣 quickly.
Alternatively, if a maneuver is less time-constrained (e.g., sending a probe to the outer solar
system), low-thrust, high specific impulse systems will generally provide a better payload
mass ratio. In the case of comparing LEP to LTP, Duplay et al. [6] provide an illustrative
example, showing that LTP’s lower specific mass allows it to perform similar missions as
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LEP with much shorter maneuver duration, thus requiring smaller and fewer laser arrays
than its electric counterpart, as mentioned in Section 2.2. However, if maneuver duration is
allowed to extend to days and months, LEP’s higher specific impulse allows it to outperform
LTP.
LTP’s theoretical specific impulse has however yet to be measured in laboratory conditions.
Although many experiments have been performed, experimental values for the specific im-
pulse, tabulated in Table 3.1, are still far from the 2000 s to 3000 s thought to be achievable
in the literature. This may be due to several reasons. Many experiments were done using
inert gases such as argon or nitrogen, which are simpler to work with but provide a lower
exhaust velocity due to their increased molar mass compared to hydrogen. Furthermore,
hydrogen does not readily absorb the heat radiated by the plasma, likely necessitating
particle seeding to reduce heat losses to the walls. This was not done in the experiments
listed below, reducing the resulting specific impulse. Finally, relatively small area ratio
nozzles were used in these experiments (15:1 for Black et al. [4] and 36:1 for Toyoda et
al. [48]), further reducing thruster performance under vacuum conditions as a result of
under-expanded exhaust.

Table 3.1: Values of specific impulses achieved experimentally

Study Gas Laser power [W] Specific impulse [s]
Black et al. [4] Argon 7000 92.8
— Hydrogen 8200 334.5
Toyoda et al. [48] Argon 2000 113.0
— Nitrogen 2000 108.0
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Chapter 4

Experimental Methods

Given that the objective of the thesis project following this literature review involves the
testing of a laboratory-scale laser-thermal thruster prototype, a review of the relevant ex-
perimental methods for such experiments is necessary. An overview of past experiments on
LSP will be given to identify common approaches and critical apparatus. A brief discussion
of available laser systems will also be included, along with an overview of relevant mea-
surement apparatus, with specific attention given to thrust stand designs, including those
built at TU Delft for small thruster experiments.

4.1 LSP experiments

Although a discussion of some LSP experiments was given in Chapter 3, some will be briefly
revisited to focus on their experimental methods. Most experiments, including the very
first LSP by Generalov et al. [34], used CO2 lasers operating 10.6 µm. However, the optical
setups, diagnostics, working gases, and configurations vary greatly. Facilities from three
research groups will be discussed in particular, for their significant published research out-
put and relevance to propulsion applications: the facility at the University of Illinois (late
1980s), at the University of Tennessee (late 1980s), and at the University of Tokyo, which
published an LSP paper as recently as 2019.

University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign This facility (depicted in Figure 4.1a) was op-
erated principally by Krier and Mazumder and was designed to characterize the energy
conversion ability of LSPs, using Argon as a working fluid in most cases. According to
Schwartz et al. [50], the LSP was sustained using a CO2 laser with a maximum power of
10 kW, though it was never operated beyond 9 kW, with another 2 kW lost through the op-
tics. The beam was focused into the absorption chamber with an elaborate set of reflective
optics, that allowed the maintenance of dual-plasma geometry. Initiation of the plasma was
achieved using a tungsten rod as a solid target, which was removed directly after plasma
initiation using a solenoid actuator. The working fluid was Argon for most experiments,
at 1.0 atm to 2.7 atm of gauge pressure. The absorption chamber design features devices
to straighten and accelerate gas flow upstream of the LSP, facilitating the maintenance
of a plasma at high flow rates. These design features include a flow straightener as the
gas inlet section, and a converging quartz nozzle, which enabled the acceleration of the
chamber flow without the need to manufacture a narrower thrust chamber, as the facil-
ity was initially designed for low flow speeds (< 2 m/s) (Krier et al. [49]). Most of their
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(a) UIUC LSP experiment [49]. (b) Thruster and thrust stand [4]

Figure 4.1: UIUC experimental configurations

experiments revolved around laser absorption and thermal radiation, with little interest
in thrust characteristics, so the heated gas exhaust was simply feed through exit ports.
Nevertheless, experiments at this facility eventually led to the design and operation of a
10-kW-class thruster by Black et al. [4], with a 15:1 expansion ratio nozzle, achieving a
specific impulse of up to 350 s, thermal efficiencies near 40 %, and thrust exceeding 3 N
using hydrogen propellant. Their thrust stand, like their LSP experiments, used a verti-
cal configuration with a pulley and counterweight. The entire stand was encapsulated in
a vacuum chamber. Thrust measurements were performed using a combination of a lin-
ear variable differential transformer, which senses the displacement of the thruster, and
a “counterforce coil”, which uses the detected displacement and attempts to counteract
it. The current supplied to the coil can be correlated to the thrust force 𝐹T. This force
could then be used with a measured mass flow rate �̇� to compute specific impulse 𝐼sp with
Equation 4.1, which follows from thermal rocket theory (Zandbergen [14]).

𝐼sp =
𝐹T
�̇�𝑔0

(4.1)

University of Tennessee Space Institute The UTSI experiments were run using a 1.5-kW-
class CO2 laser. This facility is contemporary of the one at UIUC and shares similar design
features, such as the vertical configuration and the converging gas inlet. Both facilities’
absorption chambers are made in large parts out of quartz walls to allow for spectroscopic
measurements. In experiments performed by Keefer et al. [51], Argon was used as the
working fluid, at pressures ranging from 1.3 atm to 2.3 atm, and laser powers as low as
360 W. A significant feature of their facility is the presence of specialized laser beam dump
integrated within the converging exit nozzle.
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Figure 4.2: UTSI LSP apparatus [51]

University of Tokyo The most recent LSP experiments have been performed at the Uni-
versity of Tokyo, studying not only the characteristics of LSP (Inoue et al. [52]), but also
investigating its propulsion performance, and its applications for replicating atmospheric
re-entry conditions in wind tunnels (Matsui et al. [53]). The japanese facility (illustrated in
Figure 4.3a) took a different approach to that of UIUC and UTSI, opting for a horizontally
configured thrust stand. Instead of running the entire thruster within a vacuum cham-
ber, the nozzle was connected to a separate vacuum tank by means of an expansion joint.
This allowed the thruster to exhaust to vacuum conditions with reduced complexity, and
without preventing the thruster from applying a force to the load cell. The Tokyo research
group performed experiments using a variety of working gases, laser powers, and plasma
initiation methods. Matsui et al. [54] even performed experiments with disk, fiber, and
diode lasers, a major change from the traditional use of CO2 lasers.
The japanese LSP chambers generally follow a similar design as those of UIUC and UTSI,
i.e., a cylindrical section followed by a converging-diverging nozzle. However, they do not
feature some of the additional flow control devices seen in the other facilities, such as
the converging gas inlet channel. Instead, it appears many of their LSPs are maintained
just downstream of the cylindrical section, which then allows the flow to naturally develop
before it reaches the plasma. The gas inlet is also placed close to the nozzle, forcing the gas
to flow between the internal and external walls of the thruster before entering the main
chamber near the laser window, acting as a regenerative cooling system. The thruster also
features a two-stage converging nozzle, with a subchamber in which the LSP is moved to
after initiation, resulting in improved thrust levels (Toyoda et al. [48]). This is likely due to
the improved absorption ability of LSP at higher flow speeds observed by Welle et al. [35].
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The thrust measurement method used by Toyoda et al. [48] is also considerably simpler
than the implementation used by Black et al. [4]. The thruster is mounted on low-friction
linear rails and placed in contact with a load-cell. Weights on a pulley are used to balance
the initial loads on the thruster. When operating the thruster to vacuum exhaust, the spring
constant of the expansion joint was taken into account and compensated for. Furthermore,
the motor was first run as a cold-gas thruster, using this initial thrust level as a reference
to quantify the effect of the LSP.
Two methods of plasma initiation were used throughout their experiments. Early thruster
studies used a tungsten rod in the same manner as Schwartz et al. [50] at UIUC. A later
study byMatsui et al. [54] used an arc discharge at the laser focus point, seen in Figure 4.3b.
This solid-state method of plasma initiation is attractive for its mechanical simplicity and
its ability to quickly react to control inputs.

(a) Thrust measurement [48] (b) LSP initiation through arc dis-
charge [54]

Figure 4.3: University of Tokyo LSP apparatus

4.2 Laser system

The laser system available for LTP experiments at McGill University is an IPG Photonics
YLR-300/3000-QCW-MM-AC Ytterbium fiber laser (referred to as “the laser system” from
now on). Its specifications (available in Appendix A) will be briefly discussed, as they
will place constraints on the experimental parameter space. The laser system is a 300 W
continuous-wave fiber laser operating at a wavelength of 1070 nm, which is representative
of the type of laser considered for DEP arrays, as discussed in Section 2.3. In addition
to CW mode, the system can also operate in a so-called quasi-continuous-wave (QCW)
mode, delivering 10 ms pulses at 3 kW. While this may seem short, laser pulse durations
are typically expressed in femto- or nanoseconds, and millisecond-long pulses can often be
considered in the continuous-wave regime—such as damage threshold comparisons [55]—
hence the QCW designation.
Although LSP experiments have been successfully performed at the 300 W power level, the
ability to apply laser intensities an order of magnitude greater is desirable to facilitate LSP
maintenance, even for a limited duration. However, it is unlikely that such a short pulse
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will allow a complete thrust measurement system to reach steady-state, so the dynamic
response of the apparatus will need to be considered for pulsed thrust measurements.

4.3 Measurement

Studying the performance of LTPwill require the use of a thrust stand. For a thesis project at
McGill University, a standwill have to be designed and constructed from scratch. Therefore,
several existing designs used in past theses at TU Delft, past LSP experiments, and other
rocketry projects will be reviewed in this section. A discussion of thrust measurement
methodology is also included.

4.3.1 Thrust stands

University of Tokyo The experiments performed by Toyoda et al. [48] are a good candidate
for reproduction thanks to the simplicity of their apparatus and comparable laser power
used. Unfortunately, little detail is given on the design of their thrust stand. Figure 4.3a
and Hosoda et al. [56] imply that the thruster was allowed to roll freely along horizontal
rails, providing a “force-free condition” in the thrust direction. One thing to note is that
they performed their experiments in continuous-wavemode, allowing the use of a relatively
simple thrust measurement system: upon thruster ignition, enough time is given for the
thrust stand to reach steady-state conditions, so oscillations in the thrust measurement can
be ignored and the motor thrust can be determined in a straightforward manner. However,
as alluded to in Section 4.2, this may not be feasible for thrust experiments performed in
pulsed mode.

Delft University of Technology Delft’s Aerospace Engineering faculty has an extensive ex-
perience with thruster studies, through the work of numerous Spaceflight MSc. students
and the Delft Aerospace Rocket Engineering (DARE) student team. Past MSc. studies are of
particular interest as they typically considered low-thrust systems, of comparable or lower
thrust levels to those of laboratory-scale LTP thrusters.
Takken [7] provides an overview of several thrust benches developed at TU Delft for small
thruster experiments, as he considered repurposing them for testing of his solar-thermal
thruster. He first discusses the AE-TB-1.1 thrust bench designed by Federica Valente in
2007, a pendulum design depicted in Figure 4.4a. Its noise levels were deemed too large
to perform the low-thrust (0.1N to 0.3N) experiments considered with an STP thruster.
Takken then considered the AE-TB-50m thrust bench (Figure Figure 4.4b) originally de-
signed by Stef Janssens in 2009, then rebuilt by Krusharev [57] in 2015, rated for a max-
imum thrust of 50 mN. The TB-50m adopts a pivoting design, where the thrust force is
transmitted to a load cell through a lever, instead of linearly along rails. This has a few
advantages: selecting appropriate distances between the pivot, load cell, and thruster can
allow the thruster to apply greater force on both the pivot and load cell through mechanical
advantage. This can serve as a way to amplify the thrust signal, and overcome frictional
forces in the pivot. This configuration also allows to offset much of the apparatus away
from the laser beam path, reducing the likelihood of damaging it or causing reflections.
Jansen [58] also provides a similar discussion of thrust benches developed at TU Delft.
Their thesis eventually focused on the AE-TB-5m thrust bench, a pendulum design rated
for thrusts of up to 5 mN, depicted in Figure 4.4c. This shares many of the advantages
listed for the TB-50m stand. However, this pendulum is designed to swing by a measurable
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angle. While this angle could theoretically be kept small, this method may not be suitable
for an LTP engine, as the LSP may be sensitive to laser alignment with respect to the flow
in the chamber.

(a) AE-TB-1.1 (b) AE-TB-50m (c) AE-TB-5m

Figure 4.4: Various TU Delft micro thruster test benches, taken from Zandbergen et al. [59]

4.3.2 Thrust measurement

Thrust will be the primary variable measured to quantify thruster performance, so special
attention must be given to its measurement. The likely operation of the LTP thruster in
pulsed mode makes this non-trivial, as waiting for steady-state thrust conditions is likely
not possible. Oscillations will likely not have dampened out before the end of the pulse, so
detailed processing of the collected data will be necessary to determine the engine thrust,
using the equation of motion of a spring-mass-damper system, as discussed by Zandbergen
et al. [59]. The general form of this equation is as follows, where 𝑥, �̇�, and ̈𝑥 are the
displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the mass 𝑚 on a system oscillating due to the
time-varying force 𝐹(𝑡).

𝑚 ̈𝑥 + 𝑐d�̇� + 𝑘𝑥 = 𝐹(𝑡) (4.2)
The damping factor 𝑐d and stiffness 𝑘 are characteristics of the thrust bench which must be
predicted and/or derived experimentally using the equations for the damped frequency of
the system 𝜔d and the damping ratio 𝜁 , which can be measured with a known impulsive
force.

𝜔d = 𝜔n1− 𝜁 2 (4.3)

𝜁 =
𝑐d

2𝑚𝜔n
(4.4)

𝜔n =


𝑘
𝑚 (4.5)

Once these parameters have been determined, the reverse procedure can be performed to
determine the magnitude of an impulsive force 𝐹, knowing that the displacement response
of the system will be of the following form (Zandbergen et al. [59]):

𝑥(𝑡) =
𝐹

𝑚𝜔d
e−𝜁𝜔n𝑡 sin ⒧𝜔d𝑡⒭ (4.6)

The value of the impulsive thrust can thus be determined based from the oscillatory dis-
placement readings of the thrust stand. While a load cell may appear to be a straightfor-
ward method of determining thrust, particularly for CW laser operation, a displacement
sensor or accelerometer may be more appropriate for pulsed operation, to take advantage
of the vibration characteristics of the system.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

Maintaining a human presence beyond Earth orbit and enabling the human exploration of
the outer solar system calls for more powerful and efficient power and propulsion systems.
Laser-thermal propulsion offers high specific-impulse and high thrust, a propulsion niche
that fulfills rapid interplanetary transit needs but is not occupied by any propulsion concept
in current use. This literature review considered the current body of literature relevant to
laser-thermal propulsion, from the parent field of directed-energy propulsion to the imple-
mentation of various low-thrust test stands for eventual experiments as part of a Master’s
thesis project.
The field of directed-energy propulsion, the general concept of remotely powering space-
craft using lasers or masers for power transmission, was reviewed, with a discussion of
relevant laser physics and the various proposed implementations of DEP, including their
strengths and weaknesses. While the concept is several decades old, the recent devel-
opments in fiber laser optics are highlighted as an enabling technology for the near-term
realization of DEP, by means of large phase-locked laser arrays operating at a wavelength of
1064nm. It was found that the same technology used by astronomers to correct for atmo-
spheric distortion can be used in the reverse direction to maintain diffraction-limited laser
spots in outer space. The architecture of DEP laser arrays is sound and does not exhibit
any fundamental technical flaws.
Specific attention was then given to laser-plasma propulsion, an LTP concept where the
laser power is directly coupled to a propellant via a laser-sustained plasma, allowing direct
heat deposition in the propellant which can then be expanded through a conventional
rocket nozzle. LSP has been studied theoretically and experimentally since the 1970s,
and its maintenance has been achieved under a variety of conditions, in several working
gases. The high temperatures attained in the LSP theoretically allow for much greater
specific impulses to be delivered than in chemical rocket thrusters or even nuclear-thermal
systems. LSP is thought to be capable of achieving nearly complete laser absorption under
some conditions, and high thermal efficiencies could be achieved through particle seeding,
suggesting that high overall efficiencies can be attained in a well-designed laser-thermal
thruster. Such a propulsion system would readily compete with nuclear-thermal or laser-
electric propulsion systems for rapid, high-mass and high Δ𝑣 missions powered by a single
laser array. Nevertheless, the current state of experimental LTP thruster is still far from
achieving the specific impulses predicted by theory, so there is an opportunity for further
work in this area.
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5. CONCLUSION

Finally, the experimental methods used in past LSP and small thruster experiments were
reviewed, in order to replicate them for a future LTP experiment at McGill University. In
the interest of determining the thrust characteristics of an LTP thruster, prototype engine
and thrust stand designs were reviewed, both from LSP literature and past Master’s projects
at TU Delft. Several thrust measurement methods were reviewed, including the use of the
thrust stand’s dynamic response to determine pulsed thrust magnitude. This method is
deemed highly relevant for a future experiment at McGill University, as the available laser
system is only able to deliver 3 kW of power for 10 ms.
The body of literature on directed-energy propulsion architectures, mission designs, laser-
sustained plasma, and laser-thermal propulsion suggest the concept is feasible and would
unlock a class of missions of high interest for piloted interplanetary spaceflight. However,
although LSP continues to be studied for various applications, CW laser-plasma propulsion
experiments remain scarce, and the performance achieved is still far from theoretical pre-
dictions. In addition, thrust experiments have yet to be performed using 1 µm fiber lasers,
and it is known that the laser wavelength affects the absorption ability of LSP via inverse-
brehmsstrahlung. The availability of fiber lasers that can readily be assembled in the large
arrays needed for DEP provide a strong interest in LTP, and a significant research gap exists
in both the feasibility of LTP with 1 µm lasers and in improving its specific impulse up to
its theoretical limits.
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This product is covered by the U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,422,897 and 5,774,484 and any foreign counterparts thereof, and other patents pending.

The information and the following charts provided below is the result of tests performed in controlled environments by IPG Photonics. 
These provided useful, but not warranted, information about the functions and performance of the product.

N Characteristic Symbol
Test

Conditions
Min Typ. Max

Test
Results

Unit

Optical characteristics

1.1 Operation Mode Pulsed / CW Pulsed / CW

1.2 Maximum Average Power
Paverage Pulsed mode 300 307.9 W

PCW CW mode 300 342.0 W

1.3 Maximum Peak Power Ppeak Pulsed mode 3079.25 W

1.4 Duty Cycle DC Pulsed mode 50
1)

Tested %

1.5 Pulse Duration  Pulsed mode 0.2 50
2)

0.2-50 ms

1.6 Maximal Pulse Energy Emax Pulsed mode 30 30.8 J

1.7 Emission Wavelength l 1070 1069.6 nm

1.8 Emission Linewidth Dl
Pulsed mode

maximum output power
5 6 1 nm

1.9
Long-term Power 
Instability

T = const
maximum output power

CW & Pulsed mode
± 0.5 ± 1 ± 0.5 %

Optical output

2.1 Output Fiber Termination QBH-compatible connector Tested

2.2 Beam Quality BPP
3) 50µm core fiber

 pulsed mode
1 2 2

mm x
mrad

General characteristics

3.1 Cooling Method Forced Air

Electrical characteristics

4.1
Operating Voltage,
single phase

200-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz VAC

1)
Maximum duty cycle limit is inversely proportional to peak power: 10% for 3000W, 15% for 2000W, …, 50% for 600W and lower.

2)
Maximum pulse duration limit is inversely proportional to peak power: 10ms for 3000W, 15ms for 2000W, …,50ms for 600W and lower.

3) Measurement tolerance for BPP is +/- 10%. 
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N Characteristic
Test

Conditions
Test

Results

Laser interfaces

5.1 Control

Analog Tested

RS-232 Tested

Ethernet Tested

Date: 29.10.2019

Tested by:     Henry Thepsimoung

Approved by: Thomas Rogers

This document has been created automatically and is valid without a signature
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Fig. 1   Switching ON characteristic at nominal output power

Fig. 2   Switching OFF characteristic at nominal output power
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Fig. 3 CW Mode: Output Power vs.Analog Voltage 

Fig. 4  Pulsed Mode: Peak Output vs. Analog Voltage at RR=10Hz, 10% Duty Cycle
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Fig. 5  Output Spectrum at Nominal Output Power

Fig. 6 Output Power Stability Chart
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Fig. 7 Pulsed Mode: Laser Output Signal Frequency 10Hz (10% Duty Cycle)

Fig. 8 Pulsed Mode: Laser Output Signal Frequency 500Hz (10% Duty Cycle)
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